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ABSTRACT 
All solutions of a generalized minimal partial realization problem are parametrized 
in an easy way using the basis matrix concept. This basis matrix can be computed in an 
efficient way and is also used to solve several other interpolation problems. 0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is part of a series of papers [13-211 in which a methodology is 
developed, based on the basis matrix concept, to solve different kinds of 
interpolation problems: scalar, vector, and matrix rational interpolation prob- 
lems, Pad&, Pad&Her-mite, simultaneous Pad6 approximation, etc. The matrix 
rational interpolation problem solved here is a generalization of the minimal 
partial realization problem. The classical minimal partial realization problem 
plays an important role in linear system theory. Given a sequence of Markov 
parameters M, E FPX4, k = O,l, . . . , where F is an arbitrary field, and 
some o E N, find all matrix rational functions 2 such that with M(z) := 
C;x,, Mkz-k 
M(z) -Z(z) = O_(zY) 
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such that 2 has minimal McMillan degree. The McMillan degree is a 
measure for the complexity of the matrix rational function 2. For discrete-time 
systems, the Markov parameters are just the values of the impulse response. 
For more details, we refer the interested reader to the book of Kailath [I2]. 
We generalize this problem in several directions. First, we allow there to 
be a finite number of Mk with negative index, so that M(z) is a formal 
Laurent series. Second, we allow some shifts, which give “weights” to the 
degrees of the rows of the polynomial matrices N(Z) and D(z), where 
ND-’ := 2 is a right polynomial matrix fraction description of 2. These shifts 
will influence the order conditions on the difference M - Z columnwise. 
Third, we introduce some rowwise parameters in the order conditions of 
M - Z, so that, together with the previous generalization, we actually get 
componentwise order conditions. Note that, on generalizing the minimal 
partial realization problem, the interpretation within linear system theory is 
not clear any more. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concepts and 
notation necessary to define the generalized minimal partial realization 
problem in Section 3. To solve this problem, it is linearized in Section 4 and 
interpreted as a polynomial vector interpolation problem at ~0 in Section 5. 
Section 6 gives the algorithm to compute a basis matrix for this problem, 
allowing one to write down all polynomial vector solutions with limited 
complexity in an easy way. In [I4], the concept of a basis matrix is used to 
solve the rational interpolation problem. In [181, the algorithm of [14] is 
generalized to allow confluent interpolation points, poles, and 03 as an 
interpolation point. The algorithm of [18] is based on the fact that all 
solutions of an equivalent linearized interpolation problem can be written in 
terms of some basis vectors of an Hz]-submodule of the module of all 
polynomial vectors F[ z]“. To add a new interpolation condition, we only have 
to update this set of basis vectors. This can be done in a fast and reliable way, 
leading to 0(k2) flops for k interpolation conditions. For the pole-free 
problem, this has been generalized to the vector case [4,9, 15, 161 and also to 
the matrix case [6, 5, 171. For the matrix rational interpolation problem with 
poles as interpolation points, we refer to [I3]. Once we have the basis vectors, 
we can parametrize all solutions of the original rational interpolation problem 
having minimal complexity [l7]. Section 7 applies this idea to the generalized 
minimal partial realization problem. Two examples are given in Section 8. 
The V and W polynomial matrices of [l] play the roles of basis matrices to 
solve the classical problem. Such basis matrices, or generating systems, play 
an important role in related problems of linear system theory. See, e.g., [2, 31. 
Instead of updating the basis matrix when one new interpolation condi- 
tion is added, one could impose several interpolation conditions at once and 
compute the new basis matrix in an efficient way [19, 211. These so-called 
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“lookahead” procedures can be used to enhance the numerical stability of fast 
methods to compute Pad6 approximants and to solve related Hankel systems 
of linear equations [lo]. For Toeplitz systems, we refer the reader to [ll]. 
Generalized Sylvester matrices and related multidimensional Pad6 systems 
are handled in [7, 81, while block Toeplitz systems and related interpolation 
problems are solved in [2O]. 
2. NOTATION 
We will use the following notation: 
F denotes a field (finite or infinite). 
F[ z] is the set of all polynomials with coefficients belonging to the field F. 
F(z-r) denotes the set of formal Laurent series with only a finite number of 
terms with positive powers. Similarly for F(z). 
FPXq is the set of all p X ~7 matrices with elements from F. If 4 = 1, we 
shall use the notation FP instead of Fpxl. Similarly for F[z]rxq and 
F(C1)PxQ. 
If A is a p x q matrix, we denote the element of row i and column j of A 
using the corresponding small letter, i.e., ai, j, and write A =: [ai jl’p or, if p 
and Q are clear from the context, A =: [ai j]. If K’ E Z P with Z the set of all 
integer numbers, we can construct the following diagonal matrix: 
z := diag( z”l, zKp,. . . , zKp). 
DEFINITION 1 (Projection operators). If M E F(z-‘)P’q and 2 := 
[Crii,j] E ZPXQ, we define the projection operators mt and rri as follows: 
and 
with 
7r:m := 2”(7r+(z-“m)), 
7r;m := m - 7$m, 
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and 
~+m, := the polynomial part of m E F( z-l). 
With C,, X2 E ZP’q, we use 
to denote part of M. 
DEFINITION 2 (Order). If T; M = 0, then we write 
M = O_(Z”L-‘) or M = O_(Z’-‘). 
Similarly, if ~2 M = 0, we use the following notation: 
M = O+(Z"J) or M = O+(z'). 
DEFINITION 3 (Coefficients). For m E F(z-‘), we define the cr th 
coeffcent of m as 
coeff( m,c) := 7rg,,m. 
For M E F(z-l)P’q and I: E ZP’q, we define the ‘Cth coefficient of M as 
coeff( M,C) := T~,~M. 
DEFINITION 4 (Strict order). We write 
M=O",(zz) - M = 0+( z") and coeff( M, 2) has full rank. 
We write 
M=O"_(z') - M = O_(.z') andcoeff(M,C) hasfullrank. 
DEFINITION 5 (z-degree, K’-column-reduced). Given K’ E Z”, any 
nonzero p’ E F( r- ’ 1” can be written as 
p’(z) = PO”( zO)P. 
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We call (Y the z-degree of G. Note that (Y can be negative. (K’-deg a := --co.) 
The G-degree of P E F(z-‘)“X9 is defined as the maximum of the degrees 
of all possible m X m determinants taken from the matrix z-‘P with 
m := min{n, 4). 
A matrix P E F(z-‘)“X4 is called K’-column-reduced iff it is of the form 
P(z) = z”O”( Z”)# 
with ?2 E 24. It is clear that cyj, j = I, 2, . . . , q, denotes the z-degree of the 
jth column of P. 
LEMMA 6. Given K’ E Z”, n > q, the matrix P E F(z-‘)“~~ is 
K’-column-reduced ifl K’-deg P = Cl= 1 aj =: IiG[ with cxj the z-degree of the 
jth column of P. 
DEFINITION 7 (K’-McMillan degree of a right-coprime matrix fraction 
description). Given K’ E ZP+9, take the ( p + q) X q polynomial matrix 
N 2 -I? 
[ 1 D ’ 
The maximum of the degree of all possible q X q determinants taken from 
this matrix is the K’-McMillan degree of the right-coprime polynomial matrix 
fraction description (RCPMFD) ND-‘. 
Any matrix rational function Z can be written as a RCPMFD Z = ND-‘, 
i.e., with N E F[ 2]Px9, D E F[z]qX9 with det D + 0, and N and D right 
coprime. Moreover, all RCPMFDs of Z can be represented as Z = 
(NuXDUF with u E F[zI~~~ unimodular, i.e., det U E F \ {O}. With U 
unimodular, the z-degrees of [ N r DT IT and [( NU)r ( DUjT IT are equal. 
DEFINITION 8 (K’-McMillan degree of a matrix rational function). Hence, 
we define the K’-McMillan degree of a matrix rational function Z as 
the K’-McMillan degree of one of its possible RCPMFDs ND-‘, i.e., the 
z-degree of [NT DTIT. 
THEOREM 9. Any matrix P E F(z-‘)“~~ can be mude Ti-column- 
reduced by right multiplication with a unimodular matrix U. Hence, any 
p X q matrix function Z can be written as Z = ND-’ with 
P := 2: E F[ z](p+9)x9 K’-column-reduced. 
[ 1 
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In this case, the K’-McMillan degree of Z is equal to I dl, where z contains the 
i?-degrees of the columns of P. 
3. GENERALIZED MINIMAL PARTIAL REALIZATION PROBLEM 
We generalize the classical minimal partial realization (MPR) problem by 
introducing the K’-McMillan degree and allowing a polynomial part for the 
given series of Markov parameters. The order conditions can be taken 
different for each row. 
DEFINITION 10 [Generalized minimal partial realization (GMPR)]. Given 
the formal Laurent series M E F( z-l )r x9, the shift parameters zN E Z P 
and i?o E 29, and a matrix z E ZPx9 that can be written as 
12 = [-hi - K~,~]; = [cT~,~]“, with 3 E Z’ 
(the reason for this condition will become clear later), we look for all ;p X q 
matrix rational functions Z such that 
M(z) -Z(z) = O_(z”) (1) 
and the K’-McMillan degree of Z is minimal with 
Note that we get the classical problem by taking K’ = G, M = 0-C z’), 
and yi = y, i = 1,2,. . . , p. Allowing different values for the x’s leads to 
rowwise order conditions with C = [r,]. Measuring the complexity of the 
rational function Z using the K’-McMillan degree instead of the classical 
McMilkm degree of Z leads to componentwise order conditions with Z = 
hi - ~~~1. Note that th e column dependency of these order conditions is 
connecte to the way the complexity of Z is measured. 
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4. LINEARIZATION OF THE PROBLEM 
By Theorem 9, we can always represent 2 by a Z-column-reduced 
RCPMFD 
Z=ND-' 




By taking this representation, we see that making the Z-McMillan degree of 
2 minimal is equivalent to taking the Z-degree of P minimal, i.e., the sum 
of the K-degrees of the columns of P minimal. 
We shall first handle the special case when M has the form 
M = O_( +,,-K~.,-l) (2) 
and where the order conditions are such that 
I: < [ KN,~ - KD,j - I] (elementwise), 
i.e., 
‘Yi 2 -KN,i + 1, i = I,2 ,..., p. 
In Section 7, we will handle the general2ase, dropping this condition on M 
and E. In the classical case with K’ = 0, this reduces to M being strictly 
proper and yi > 1, i = 1,2,. . . , p. 
THEOREM 11. Zf M = O_(zKN,*-KD.j-l) and z Q [K~ i - K~ j - II 
(c&t&e), any Zxolumn-t-educed RCPMFD ND-' for the solutidn 2 of 
the GMPR problem has the form 
with D, = OS_(z') and N,, = O-(2-‘I. 
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h-oaf. Because x Q [I$.,, - KD,j - 11, the interpolation conditions (1) 
imply that 
M _ ND-’ = O_( +LI-~D,,-~) 
or, multiplying on the right by D, 
N _ MD = o_( ZKw-Kwl) D, 
which can also be written as 
[z -M][ ;] = O_(+‘.i-K~.~-l)De (3) 
Because ND-' = Z is a Z-column reduced RCPMFD for 2, we can write 
with 
Nh 
[ 1 Dh = O”_( 2”). 
We can rewrite (3) as 
which is equivalent to 
Multiplying on the left by zmCN and on the right by z-’ gives us the 
equivalent relation 
(4 
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From (21, we get that --z -zymase = O_(z-‘1. So (4) gives 
Nh = O_(Cl)Dh = 0_(z-‘). 
Hence, Dh = Ok_. 
The previous theorem shows that if M has the form 
M = O_( Z“~.i-X~.,-l) 
and yi > K~ i + 1, i = 1,2,. . . , p, we can look for a RCPMFD ND-’ 
satisfying the’interpolation conditions (1) with D being Kn-column-reduced. 
This implies that 
will be i?-column-reduced. Minimizing the z-degree of P is equivalent to 
minimizing the i?n-degree of D. 
THEOREM 12. If D is i?D-column-reduced with column degrees Z, the 
original interpolation conditions (1) are equivalent to 
N - MD = O_( z-~~+~J). 
Proof. If D is i?r,-column-reduced, it can be written as 
D = &DhzG with D, = O”(z’). 
Multiplying the original interpolation conditions (1) 
M - 2 = O_( z-Yt-K~.j) 
on the right by D gives us 
N - MD = O_( Z-YP%.,)~z~QZ2 
= O_( z-yI+Y). 
Because D-’ = z-‘Dhlz-‘~ with Dhl = OS_(z”>, we can go all the way 
back. ??
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To solve the GMPRP, we have to look for polynomial vectors gj, 
j = 1,2,. . . ) q (the columns of [NT DTIT), 
such that 
F( z)j$( 2) = O_( z-y’+y 
with LYE := K’-deg sj and F := [I -Ml. We shall solve this interpolation 
problem at 03 using a module theoretic framework. 
5. POLYNOMIAL VECTOR INTERPOLATION PROBLEM AT UJ 
DEFINITION 13 (Polynomial vector interpolation problem at m). Take 
F E F( z-I)~~“, i?E Z”, y’EZP. 
For each P E Z, the polynomial vector interpolation problem looks for all 
polynomial vectors p’ E F[ z]” satisfying the interpolation conditions 
Fj? = O_( z-~<+~) (5) 
with the additional condition that p > K’-deg ji. 
It turns out that for every p’ there exists a /3, such that p’ satisfies (5) for 
/3 > pp. Hence, the set 9 of all polynomial vectors p’ satisfying (5) with a 
corresponding BP is the complete set of polynomial vectors, i.e., 9 = F[z]“. 
Note that 9 is an F[ z&module which can be generated by n basis vectors. 
Because 9 is the complete F[ z&module F[ z I”, we know that the columns of 
any unimodular tz x 12 matrix form a set of basis vectors. In the sequel, we 
want to construct a basis matrix (unimodular) with additional information 
such that it is easy to derive all solution vectors p’ satisfying (5) for a given P 
with the additional condition that /3 2 i?!deg ji. The additional information 
we have to keep with every basis vector b, is an integer number pj. We use 
the notation 
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In the next section, we shall design an algorithm that computes such a basis 
matrix B. We shall show that all polynomial vectors p’ satisfying (5) with 
p > K’-deg p’ can be represented as 
with deg uj Q /3 - Pi, uj E F[ z]. 
6. ALGORITHM 
To compute such a basis, we construct a recursive algorithm. In each step, 
we increment one of the yi, i.e., we add one new interpolation condition. We 
can always find si E Z such that F(z) = 0 _(zsieK~). Then we can start by 
putting all - yi = si. The initial basis matrix B is 
B := 
with 5 the jth identity vector and pj the z-degree of 5. 
Given /3 E Z, any polynomial vector p’ with P > K’-deg p’ satisfies (5). 
Hence, all solutions can be written as 
p’ = e a,& pi .= 6) 
i=l 
with deg a, Q /I - /3,. Note also that pi 2 ,&deg gi, i = 1,2,. . . n. 
Suppose now that we have a basis matrix B such that p, 2 K’-deg gi and, 
for each P, that every p’ satisfying (5) with P > K’-deg p’ can be written as 
p’ = 2 a,& with degu,<P-Pi. 
i=l 
The interpolation conditions for the basis vectors can be written as 
FB = d[R + O_(z-‘)]zz with R E Fpxn. (6) 
We call R the residual. 
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Let us determine which part of F has to be known to compute the 
residual of every polynomial vector $ having Z-degree 
as p’= zz&zB 
< /3. We can write p’ 
with p’h = O_(zO). The residual r’ of p’ is defined by 
F$= z-y[r’+ o_(z-‘)]zs,or 
Fz”p’hzp = z-T[r’+ o-(x,-‘)]zfi,or 
(z~Fz”)& = F+ O_( 2-l). 
Hence, to compute the residual r’, we only need the polynomial part of 
z %z ;, or, equivalently, rZ,,_ Kj F has to be given. 
Suppose we want to compute a basis matrix B ’ by incrementing yi, i.e., 
$ = yi, j # i, and 7: = yi + 1. There are two possibilities: 
Case 1: ri,; = 0, j = 1,2,. . . , n, i.e., all relevant residuals are zero. We 
can take B ’ = B and $’ = /?. It is clear that &’ > K’-deg 8. We can write 
(6) as 
FB’ = z-~‘[R’ + o_(z-‘)]Z’ with R’ E FP'". 
Consider the set 
p’= 2 ai(z)!$(z),degai(z) <p-/3: 
i=l 
and the set 
4 := (p’ ] P > K’-deg p’, p’ satisfies (5) for 7’ instead of 9. 
We have to prove that 9; ‘3,‘. 
Take an element p’ of 9;. Because P, > ii-deg g, it is clear that 
/3 2 K’-deg p’ and p’ satisfies (5) for q’ instead of 7. Hence, p’ ~3~‘. On the 
other, hand, take p’ E YP’. We know that 
F$ = O_( &+fi) = O_( ~-Yt+fi) 
with P > K’-deg 5. Because 
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Case 2: 3j such 
Take k such that 
Pk 
that ri,j # 0, i.e., not all relevant residuals are zero. 
:= min(pj 1 rii,j # 0, j = 1,2,. 
We compute the new basis matrix B ’ as 
B’=BV 
with (only the nonzero elements are displayed) 
n . I 
with 
r. 
0. := _ -2 zs,-Pk, 
I 
‘i,k 
we compute /?I as fit = 6 + zk. 
It is clear that /3; > Z-deg bj, j = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Note that B ’ is also unimodular because B and V are’ unimodular. 
Because every column of B’ satisfies the interpolation conditions, i.e., 
FB’ = O_( z-Y:+P;), 
we get that 
FB’a’= O_( &+b) 
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with a’= [a,,~,,..., u”]r and deg ai Q P - &‘. Because 
B’ = z3Bhz8” 
with 
Bh = O_( z’), 
we get that 
B’a’= z’fghz~,-P’,P,‘h with Z’,, = O_( z”) 
= z”B,a’,z , P 
so that /3 is at least the G-degree of p’ = B ‘ii. Hence, every element $ of 9; 
is also an element of Ji”p’, i.e., 9; ‘4. 
To prove that 9; =Xs’, we consider the equivalent linear algebra prob- 
lem and look at the dimension of the solution spaces. We assume that 
A@~ =Ya and prove that 9; =Yfi’. 
Consider the set _l”. Using, e.g., the classical basis 1, z, z2, . . . , we can 
represent any p’ having G-degree Q /3 by using cy= 1 max{O, ~~ + P + 1) 
coordinates. The interpolation conditions (5) can be transformed into a set of 
linear equations with the coordinates as unknowns. Because SP = Ys, we 
know that the dimension of the solution set is given by 
t m={P--Pi+l,O}, 
i=l 
and a basis is given by the coordinate representation of all polynomial vectors 
oftheform zsG~withO<6g/3-pi. 
Indeed, these vectors are F-linearly independent. Suppose they were not. 
Then there would exist a nonzero constant vector a’ such that 
or, equivalently, 
B;(z) =6 or Z’(Z) = B-la = 5, or z(z) = 5, 
which contradicts our assumption that a’ z Z. 
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Incrementing yi is equivalent to adding one new linear equation. There- 
fore, the dimension of the solution space for a fured p is decreased by one iff 
the new linear equation is linearly independent of the previous equations. 
We have that 9’; =4,’ = 9’s =Y8 for fi < Pk. 
For p 2 &, we know that dim 9s’ = dim -/s - 1. We have already 
shown that 9’ c$, but written in terms of coordinates this means dim 9; 
= dim 9p - 1. Therefore, 9; = 9p’. 
Let us summarize the algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 6.1. Given F E F(z-‘)pxn, K’ E Z”, ?* E Zp. 
Initialization: 
Choose si > - $, i = 1,2,. . . , n such that F = O_(Z~~-~J). 
B, + Z,, (n X n identity matrix). 
B t -K’ (the z-degrees of the columns of B). 
-y+s’ 
While 7 # q* (not all interpolation conditions are handled): 
1. Choose i such that ‘yi + 1 Q y,l”, yi + ‘yi + 1. 
2. Get the residuals rii.j, j = I, 2, . . . , n, i.e., the ith row of R defined 
by (6). 
3. If 3j : ri j Z 0 then 
3.1. Compute k such that 
3.2. Construct the unimodular matrix V, i.e., the identity matrix I, 
except for the k th row, which has elements 
‘i j 
,,j = - 1 zb-Bk. 
'i'i,k 
3.3. B++ B,v. 
3.4 p +- p + e’k. 
The above algorithm generates a basis matrix B with additional informa- 
tion @ such that it is easy to represent all elements of set YB as elements 
of 9p. 
Note that the algorithm requires O(lls’ + 3*11’> flops. Algorithm 6.1 could 
be considered a Levinson-type algorithm in the sense that only the first part 
of the residual series is computed, the part which is needed to continue the 
computations. On the other hand, one could also consider a Schur-type 
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algorithm in which the complete residual series is adapted in each step. The 
residuals, needed to continue the computations, can be read off directly as 
part of the residual series. 
7. SOLUTION OF THE GMPR PROBLEM 
Let us look at how we can use the algorithm of the previous section to 
solve the GMPR problem. We &ok for a numerator column n’ and corre- 
sponding denominator column d such that 
[I 441 ; = 0_(2-y,+“) [I 
with 
Rewriting this in terms of the previous algorithm, we get 
F= [I -M] E F( z+)“” with n=p+q. 
To initialize, we have to find 2’ that 
F = O_( TP-~J). 
Special Case 
Remember that we assumed M to be of the form 
M = O_(+.I-~D.I-~). 
Hence, 
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Therefore, we can start the algorithm by choosing 
(elementwise). 
To get a solution of smallest &McMillan degree, we tz$e, among all basis 
vectors for which /3,Cj, = Z-deg b,(,,, q basis vectors biCj,, j = 1,2, . . . , q, 
having smallest cyj := pica. 
Because oj = K’-deg biCjj, we know that the q x q matrix D of 
is Zo-column-reduced. 
M _ Z = O_( ~-7i-~~.,). 
In analogy to the classical MPR problem, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 14. All solutions of the GMPR problem can be represented as 
follows. The set of basis vectors generated by Algorithm 6.1 is divided into 
two subsets: B, := [gi,,,, g,(,,, . . . , Gic4J, where gicj,, j = 1,2,. . . , q, are q 
basis vectors having smallest oj with oj := Ricjj = K’-deg Giv,; and the 
remaining basis vectors, B, := [&, gz, . . . , Pp]. 
We construct two polynomial matrices N E F[ z]Pxq and D E F[ z]qxq 
such that 
:= B, + B,A with A E F[zIPXq. 
The polynomial matrix A contains the parameters with the condition that 
degh,,I Q oj - &’ (/Ii := /I connected with 8). For a diferent A, Z = 
ND- 1 will be a d’jf a erent matrix rational function solving the GMPR problem. 
General Case 
When the constraint M = O_(Z~N,‘-~D.J-~) or 2 < [KN i - KD,j - 11 
(elementwise) is not satisfied, we split up M into a “polynomial part” M+ 
and a “strictly proper part” M-: 
M=M++M- 
with M+ := ~~1, and M-z= r, M. Note that for the classical 
case, i.e., z&l = 
L,o,,M 
0 and ZD = 5, M+ a% ‘$ are the polynomial and the 
strictly proper part of M respectively. 
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Any p x q matrix rational function 2 can be split up in a similar way, i.e., 
Z=Z++Z- with 
z+:= 7T,:, ‘_KD j Z and Z-:= r- Z. 
KN,i-KD.j 
Because Z- is also rational and satisfies 
z-= o_(Z%.mL,-l), 
we can represent Z- using a K’-column-reduced RCPMFD 
Z-c ND-’ 
with D i2n-column-reduced. 
The K’-McMillan degree of Z is equal to the z-degree of 
I”‘“,’ “I (7) 
if (Z+D + N)D-’ is a RCPMFD for Z. 
LEMMA 15. Zf 
KN i > KD,j> i = 1,2 ,*-*, p and j = l,2 ,..., 9, (8) 
then (7) is a RCPMFD for Z. 
Proof. Because ND- ’ is a RCPMFD for Z-, we know that N and D 
are polynomial matrices. Using (8), Z+ turns out to be polynomial, and hence 
Z+D + N is also polynomial. 
Now, we have to show that Z+D + N and D are right coprime, i.e., 
Lz+DDf “I 
has full rank for all possible values of z. Suppose that there exists a tight 
common divisor R of Z’D + N and D, i.e., 
and 
ZfD + N = PR 
D = D’R 
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with P and D’ polynomial matrices. It follows that 
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(Z+D + N)R-’ = Z+DR-' + NR-’ = Z+D' + NR-’ = P 
is polynomial. Because Z+D’ is also polynomial, NK’ is polynomial, so that 
R is also a right common divisor of N. Hence, N and D are not right 
coprime, which contradicts our assumption. ??
Let us look in more detail at the z-degree of (71, which is equal to the 
C-degree of 
= 




= p++ p- z-;~D 
[ 1 Z 
p+= z-Gz+zcJ = O+( z”) 
p-c Z-%ND-lZ% = 0 -(z-l). 
Hence, the K’-McMillan degree of Z is equal to the G-degree of 
P++ P- 
[ 1 Z 
added to the K’,-degree of D. Note that 
Cdeg[ ‘+: ‘-1 = Bdeg[ ‘;I 
(9) 
because P-= O_(z-‘). 
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Hence, to find all matrix rational functions 2 solving the GMPR problem, 
when M does not satisfy M = O_(Z"~.~-~~~I-') but K~,~ 2 K~,~ Vi,j, we 
have to find all D having minimal K’,-degree and all N such that ND-’ - 
M-= o-(2’). If x < [KN,i - KD,j - l] (elementwise), all solutions can be 
written as 
Z++ND-' with Z+= M+. 
If the condition c < [ KN, i - KD, j - l] is not true for some of the elements 
of 2, we also have to fill in the free parameters of Z+ such that 
&deg[ z-zN;‘Z “‘I is minimal. 
We can do this by making the matrix 
[ r”;+&q 
column-reduced 
with the sum of the column degrees as small as possible. This can lead to 
certain conditions on the free parameters as in Example 17 of Section 8. 
To make a polynomial matrix column reduced, we can use the following 
procedure. Consider the following elementary polynomial transformation 
matrices: 
Ei, j := the unit matrix in which column i and column j are inter- 
changed; 
E,,&(z)) := th e unit matrix in which column j is replaced by column j 
plus q(z) E F[ z] times column i; 
Ei(k) := the unit matrix where column i is multiplied by k E F \ (0). 
Suppose we have a polynomial p X q matrix A(z) having full column 
rank. The coefficient of degree k of element ai, j(z) is denoted by ai, j, k. The 
degrees of the columns of A(z) are denoted by crl,. . . , a,. 
To make this polynomial matrix column reduced, i.e., where the highest 
degree coefficients of the columns are linearly independent, we can use the 
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following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 7.1. 
While not column reduced 
1. Consider the set of linear equations 
which always has a nontrivial solution ci. 
2. Define 1 := max{a, ( ci # 0). 
3. Replace A by AI’Iy=r,i+, Ei,r(-~i~U’-ai/~l). 
The idea of the algorithm is to make the highest degree coefficient of 
column 1 of A zero by subtracting shifted versions of the other columns. As 
long as the free parameters do not appear in the highest degree coefficients, 
Algorithm 7.1 can be run straightforwardly. Otherwise, it is sometimes 
possible to make the highest degree coefficients linearly dependent by 
imposing conditions on the free parameters. 
8. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 16. Take ZN = [l, OIT, gD = LO, - IIT, r’ = [3,41r, 
+[; _;]z-2 +[; +” + . . . . 
The matrix [ K~, i - K~, j] is equal to 
h.i - KD,jl = [; ;I. 
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Hence, M # O_(z”N.*-rD.j-l) but 
KDJ] d [KNJ - KDJ 
KN i > KD,j vi, j, and z = [--?‘t - 
- 11. Therefore, thk “polynomial” part Z+ is fKed: 
Z+= T;_~M = “1’ ; . 1 1 
Using Algorithm 6.1, we get the following basis matrix connected to the 
interpolation problem ND-l - M - = 0 _ (z '1: 
I 
1 -322 - 3 -1 722-2.2-l 
0 0 
0 22 -1 l2 = 
I 
;, 6, z3 & 
-22 (PJ I (P2> (Pd (A) * 
(2) 
Therefore any matrix rational function Z which solves the GMPR problem 
can be written as a RCPMFD Z = ND-' + Z+ with 
0 0 
N 
[I 1 = ~,,~J& lib 
I[ 
O D cz+d' 
0 1 I 
Z has minimal K’-McMillan degree equal to 
+ 2o-deg D = 1 + 4 = 5. 
EXAMPLE 17. Take &, = 11, OF, ZD = LO, -UT, 2 = 
M(z)=[; ;]z4+ [; ;]z3+[; ++[; ;]z' 
+[; ;p+ [; ~]i-~+~*~. 
The matrix [ K~, i - K~, j] is equal to 
[KN,~ - KD.j I= [; :I- 
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Hence, M # O_(Z~~~'-'~J-~) and 8 = [-yc - KD,~I d [KN,~ - KD,j - 11, 
but KiV.i a KD.j Vi, j. Therefore, the “polynomial’ part Z+ is not fLued: 
Z+= ~T&,,_M = I z3 + az2 + bz z4 + cz3 + dz2 z2 + 2 1 z3_z2 * 
Hence, 
is equal to 2 when a - c = 2. Otherwise, it is equal to 3. Using Algorithm 6.1 
to solve the GMPR problem for M- with 
we get the following basis matrix: 
= 
[ 
ii, z2 & G4 
(P,) 1 02) (P3) (P4> * 
Therefore any matrix rational function Z which solves the GMPR problem 
can be written as a RCPMFD Z = ND-’ + Z+ with a = c + 2, 
b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j arbitrary, and 





Z has minimal K’-McMillan degree equal to 
2 + zD-deg D = 2 + 2 = 4. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have shown that all solutions of the GMPR problem can 
be parametrized in a nice way 
(1) if M = O_(zKN.l-LD.j - 1) and 
(2) if Z, determining the order conditions, has the form E = 
[-‘Yi - Ko,j ] and satisfies c < [ K~ i - K~ j - 11 (elementwise), 
or 
(I) if KN i > K D-j> i = 1,2,. . . , p and j = 1,2,. . . , q, and 
(2) if 2 has the form Z = [- yi - K~, j]. 
If in the second case the free parameters start to influence the flow of 
Algorithm 7.1, it is possible that additional conditions have to be imposed on 
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